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The
is back

final .concert

classical love story, which takes the
audience through the life of the two
main characters, a boy and a girl,
and how they fall in love over the
As 'stateq in previous reviews of
years. But of course; the Singers had
the Univ,ersity Singers, flamboyto throw a wrench in this perfect
ancy is what Xavier has to come to
love story. The male lead in the
. expect when s~ing advertisements
.· show goes off to the army, comes
- for a University
· back, gets marSingers conried and cheats
cert. ·
on his wife. To
The Univerfind out what
sity Singers
happens in the ·
· present "LIFE,.
end, you'll just
or something·
· like it;" this Frihave to make a
trip to the
qay -;ind. SaturGallagher Studay night at 8
p.ln. in the
dent Center to
',
see the show.
Gallagher Cen- ,
1
· If you need a
ter Theatre.
·
study break, or
But according fo Fresh-_
.-·
· Freshman.Matt Bigelow have spent your
man
Matt
last dime paying
off
tuition,
~igelow,
"You're still going to get 20 of us show which will captivate the au- come see the show May 2 and 3 at
singing and dancing our hearts out dience and push the level of colle- 8 p.m. And as junior Brandon
on stage, but this time your going giate performances the audience Canfield said; "It's the last Singers·
show of the year. Who wouldn't
to get a moral, ethical, and well- has ever seen."
oiled machine of a show which .
For those firsMime viewers, 20 want to see 10 girls in short skirts?"
hopefully miikes you think about of Xavier's.finest singers and dancthe true meaning of life."
ers presenting life as it is - to \1se
Every Singer is.very excited and an old clicbe, the pest oftinies and
proud of the show they are present- the worst of times. The show is
BY MELISSA MOSKO
. Senior News Editor

Xavier students support 'Take Back the Night'·

ing. Sophomore Kenny Nobis sue-·
cinctly stated, "that's ·life."
Danny Manning, ring-leader
and· director of "the Singers said,
"You can expect a professional ensemble who have spent countless
hours putting together an amazing

. . "Yourestillgoing to get twenty.ofus··
sitzging and dancing o'ur hearts out on stage,
but this time. you/re going to get a moral
ethical and well oiled machine ofa show
which willhopefally make you think about
the true meaning oflife. ,;

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY MELISSA MOSKO

Juniors John Houser and Tony Mayer support Take
Backthe Night. Historically, this event has been
female-centric, but more and more men are
showing up in support of women and men who
are victims and survivors of sexual assault, abuse,
·
·
· rape and domestic violenc:e.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY MELISSA MOSKO

Seven members of Dr. Tracy Weeks' 'Psychology of Women'
class support Take B(!ck the Night. The class is centered
around feminist psychology, the roles of women in society,
and activism.
·
·
Jazz hands an~· ~aseline smiles are not. an. accmate depletion ofth~ Xavi~r ·
Singers.. They are a group of talen~ed~ dedicated. performers guaranteeing a
.. great time at their ~on cert: llFE, or something 1.ike it.
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Nicaragua
Presentation
Friday, May 2, there will be a
· presentation from the returning
students from the Nicaragua service learning semester. They will
share their experiences in the.
Conaton Board Room in Schmidt
Hall, beginning at 5 p.m. This
event is open to anyone. For more
information, contact Patrick
Welage at x3768 or email him at
welage@xu.edu.

Pig Roast
This Saturday, May 3, is the
annual campus relaxation event
before exams: Pig Roast. Do not
forget to buy your bracelet and tshirts this week for $10 each.
Bracele.ts and shirts are available
outside 3756 Ledgewood from
now until Friday, May 2, from 10
. · a.m. to 5 p.m. You must have a
bracelet to enter, as there will be
no sales atthe door on Saturday.

Insights on Africa
ThiS Thursday, May 1, from 68 p.m., the Office of Multicultural
Affairs, located on the second
floor of..the Gallagher Center, is
sponsoring "Insights on Africa."
There will be free African food and
dialogue, facilitated by students
Patrick Odongo and Erin Triplett
about contemporary issues facing
Africa. For more information, call
Triplett at x5922.
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Working· with Bosnia
BY JACLYN SWIFT

not only is Buddhism an interna- tunity to realize how precious life campus ·at the University of
ti_onal
religion, it is also a life phi- is," he. said. ·
Sarajevo, he noticed some differC(Jmpus News Editor
losophy. "It's a kind of embodiment
"How much we have to be com~ · ences between thos.e students a~d
Before Mr. Patrick Welage came that people can· embrace in their ev- mitted to making the world a. better American college .students.
to Xavier University two years ago, eryday life." He feels that Bud- place-onewherewecanlivepeace~
While both Bosnian students
he lived and worked in Sarajevo, dhism gives people an opportunity fully. When we look at the alterna-. and American students are in colBosnia where he ran a service learn~ to practice in. their lives the things tiv.es, it's not a very pretty picture lege because they have the desire
ing. program through the University that would truly make our world . to paint."
.
, to better their live~ and be successof Denver and the University of more humanitarian.
"Also in a number of ways," ful, Bosnian students have a·much
.Sarajevo,
The noble truths· of Buddhism Welage said, "Bosnia was· a meta- _more serious attitude toward their
He also taught classes for the pro mot~. compassion and kn owl- phor of my own life, of my own in~ studies than some American stuUnited Nations High Commission on edge and in a country that has so ner war."
dents. 1
Human Rights and at the NATO base ·much need for these things, like
Witnessing the process of growth
"In Europe, one's career can be
where Welage has devoted his life to . Bosnia, there is an obvious appli- · as the country recovered .from the so heavily dependent on the
the practice of human rights.
cation and a suggestion of a way of horrible experience of war help~d grade~ they make in college: There
is a tremendous amount of presHe first began' working with the
Bosnian people after the war in 1995.
sure among s.tudents who are com"I knew there was going to be a
peting in a university environtremendous need for help in Bosnia
ment. They take their studies very
and Serbia. It reminds me a lot of the
seriously. The whole idea of gopictures I see of Baghdad from our
ing to college .to party is comcurrent war in Iraq - the horrible conpletely unheard of. They are comditions the people have to live unmitted to doing their.absolute best
der in a war zone," he said.
academically."
'That's what Sarajevo looked
· The experience that Welage has
like right after I went in after the
.. had in the time he has spent minisDayton Peace Accords."
tering in Bosnia has helped him
.He described a place where not
bring a unique cla.ssroom menialonly was the entire infrastructure
ity back to Xavier students.
destroyed, there was limited running
·He hopes that his rewarding exwater and electricity. The country
periences have encouraged his
that was fairly developed had been
students to go out and work in the
reduced to a third-world
state.because
world as well.
.
When questioned about the
of war.
. PHOTO COURTESY OF PATRICK WELAGE
danger
of working in such vola"There was a great opportunity Partrick Welage and Sister Modgala Dusuid, a Buddhist nun from
tile
conditions;
Welage had this to
there to go in and do some really England, worked tpgether to help the Bosnian people recover from
say:
~'There
are
no guarantees in .
profound work, and it changed my the horrors of civil war.
If
you
are going to
life
anyway.
. life forever."
live
life
afraid
of
what
may hapto
show
him
the
growth
and
progress
life
that
would
truly
help
the
needy.
This past March, Welage was inpen
to
you,
then
you
might
as well
that
was
evide~i
in
his
own
life.
"When
you
look
at
the
first
of
vited back to Sarajevo for a week to
stay
inside
and
watch
"I
was
better
able
to
move
in
my
TV.
I
could
the
four
noble
truths,
all
of
life
is
speak at a conference at the Univerown
journey.
.
It
struck
me
in
a
very
die
tomorrow
driving
down
the
ducah,
all
of
life
i~
suffering;
one
sity of Sarajevo. He was one of only
highway,
but
we
cannot
allow
fear
personal
way.
One
walks
away
from
has
to
consider,
how
might
~
retwo Americans to speak out of the
spond to the immense amount of that experience realizing life is so to paralyze us from reaching out
12 invited guests.
suffering,
and how might Buddhism short that we don't have the luxury - to those who truly need help."
The conference, "The ContribuWhile he does recognize that
be
useful
to
me in my everyday prac- of taking anything for granted."
tions of Eastern Culture to ContemWelage wishes that all Americans we live in a very scary time, he
porary Psychology," was organized tice of that way of life."
by the philosophy department. "It · Welage hoped to. promote his could have. the experience of work- . maintains optimism and that all
was a painful reminder of how hu'n- understanding of Buddhism as a ing in a third-world country so tl}ey people· can make a difference .
gry those people are both spiritually way to reach out to the war-torn could realize just how fortunate we through reaching out to help the
are to live in the United States and needy all over the world.
people of Bosnia.
and academically,'' said Welage.
The time he spent working with all the blessings we have because ·
Welage gave a presentation en··
titled "The Buddha is Alive in 2003." Bosnian refugees changed Welage of it.
As Welage spent more tiiµe on
The premise of his speech was that immensely. "It gave me the oppor-

Police Notes
Town Hall Meeting
..

The Executive Elects are sponsoring a Town Hall Meeting to~
day. from. 5-6:30 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium to continue discus~
sion with the students about their
vision for Xavier. All students are
invited to attend. Information gathered at this meeting will be used
to better address important issues
over the summer.

.

April 19, 10:20 p.m. ~A commuter student reported a hit-and-·.
. nm.auto accident in the Cohen lot.

_ ,April 27, 1:50. a.ni• .:__ CincinnatlPolice and Gampus Police investigated a large, disorderly house
party in the 900 block of Marian
Avenue. The party was ~nded and
the residents were asked to clean up
the garbage throughout the neighborhood. Approximately 200
people were.in attendance.
.

April 21, 12:15 p.m. -A :Vil~

April 23, 12:20 p:m. - A tele"

.

April 27, 5:15 a.m. -A tele- .

lage resident reported the theft of
several items from her apartment
over the break.

phone harassment repor~ was re- phone harassment repmt was received from a resident student who ceived from a resident student who
reported several calls made to her reported an unknown male caller
room the previous night which con-. · who called the room, posed as a
tained .inappropriate sounds and Campus Police officer and said that
comments.
her vehicle had just been broken
into and drug paraphernalia were
found inside.

April 21, 12 p.m. - The
Gallagher welcome desk reported
the theft of a two-way radio left at
the welcome desk. An investigation ·
is pending.
·

April 25, 11:20 p.m. :-An auto
accident report was received from.
two commuter students who' had
collided while attempting to ·park
in the nortti campus lot earlier in
the day.

Destination
Procrastination
Tonight from 6-9 p.m. on the
residential mall, Student Activities Council is hosting "l)estination Procrastination" for anyone
who does not feel like doing any
more homework this week. There
will be free food, a make-your-own
music video center, and many inflatable activities.

April 22; 6:35 ·p.m. -A criminal mischief report. was received
from residents of an apartment in .
the Village. An unknown person or
persons entered their apartment
. within the past two hours leaving
confetti, tissue streamers and shaving cream throughout the apartment.

April 27, 9:10 a.m; -A resident
student, 19 years of age, was cited
for possession of a fictitious ID. His
wallet was.found by a Physical Plant
employee in the grass at the corner
ofLedgewood and Victory Parkway.
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Please be advised that th.e Office.of the Registrar has insti@f~d:a:ne\¥.program.to reduce:tl;ie proc1u:~1:fon· ofainwarited . . . . .
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· . Grades are·· currently availabl!3 to students: .
. . ·. vi~ Studel1t Online S~ryices (SOS}.: ·. .
..•
. ....
.. . by using their All Card in the office of the Reiist:rar ... ·. . ..· .· .· .•. '
.. .. bywfitten requestforan unofficia.lfranscriptorcgraderepoJ:tto the
registrar's office
.
. .
. •'
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·}jy purchasing· an official trans~npt .· · · ·
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. As part 9f'thi~ effort to.118~ resourc~s.effici~ntly, a survey of other i~~tituti~ns .f6und: th,,~t.this programcoUI_g ,sµ¢,c~s§M1:y,- •· '
'realize great s;;ivings_Witli little, impact on students. I11quiriesto. six of the IliajC>r employ~rs:pf.~vierstjldents(~iie~al; · .. ·
·Electric~· Proctor &Gamble, Fidelity, ·Fifth T}iirci Bank, USBarik and Toyota) showed#1~f ajl wotild.a'.C,cept the ,S(j_S;grade .
.Piintouta8acceptable·proof for reimbursementpurposes. : . · ; . ' .
;· · · .<
/<'.'::_ ::·. · · .

<: . :.· ..·.·.·. .·.·.· ·; .
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If a traditional grademailer is· still Il.eeded, student$. may r~qu~st one by visitlng the SOS '\rfe~ .grades"'.functiol1 a~dcomplete ..
the on:line requestforin. Areqtiestfoi'D1is also·ayailable on the regisfrarWehsitetobe completedandfaxed to·tfie•registrar ·
. (513,'745..,2969)~·0r th~ form"can be completediri, person in the registrar's office.
.
. . ..
.
'
.

For informati~n, ·please visit w\\lw:xil.ed-qjregistr~r .. · .

Summer school
options for. Xavier

.Well,.it'.Shelr'.cttt0.1:>~-

lieV~,·t:»~t.f,~;li~:·:..;s :tRt~

~!!!!!,~!!i~~.v~~oMmfitmoreco~inro ;.~:~.~;~~l~~~ti~~*:
e.•....• tng
earn ... ·J,:e

. BY MELISSA. MOSKO ·

hours can· defer some of their fr.
nancial aid to the summer
While the loss of summer sun ·. courses.. So, instead of spreadSeniorNewsEditor.

the 13-week summer.
For.out-of-towners, on-campus
housing is available all summer.

:~d~=.;~~=1~~.7~~n1':0~: ::~::u:~~.~:::;::i·::: :~~;.~::, ~~~:~::~~:
·.

summer school at Xavier is not
as bleak a prospect as one might
think. The mixed. emotions of

·. , __ ·.. ·.

cial aid awards over the entire ships, most suinmer students can find
year. If. student wishes to do housing with a variety of options.
this, they can contact Schiess in . · The cheapes~ of those options is. a

a

·1

..

mo·:!~e:~a!~a:1:rf~:t s~::~n~! tan:~other

·· ·

'• ·. 9" .

Re~;;~;~;;;::have

::~tc$!e~i;·::~~ ~i:~:;r:;: ~~~~ ing ~~~~d~no~=~e :p~~;:~t~b;r~t:ra~~

been in.
existence for eight years," he · and Spring semesters is $628.

Residence Life of expected financial

summer. courses and start plan- · for th·e past four years. This is a rather than pay the more expensive
ning·early enough can reap the 16~week course crami;ned into semester'fees.
·
benefits of the slimmer grant two weeks, meeting every day for . · While Xavier can't alleviate the
programming.
four to. five hours. There are three · pain of missed fun and sun, the flThisisnottheonly"sourceof . summer sessions, providing_ a nancial costs ofsumnierschool can
.financial aid for students, how- widerangeofschedulingoptioris be eased,, and it has become an afever. According to Schiess, any for students wishing to work, . fordable ~nd sensible option.

If anyone. out there is interest~d
-'in being a c~ntributing._Writer for
the Campus News section for th~
fall semester, pleaseemail Jackie .
at newswire-news@xavier ..edu
...
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·Day /Time

Location·

Event

Sponsor
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Contact Information ·

"What's On Tap" include~ events and meetings for students from the· Universify Calendar [www.xavier.edu/calendar], compiled by the Office of Student Life. Events and
meetings can be submitted and updated via the· Web site. Contact Carol Boschert at 745-3202 with questions about submitting student events to. the· calendar and
the compilation of this list.
·
·
· · ·
·

.. ..

.·'.,:

·.. cci~Ji;'.~lle'.ii~R 3·f iXiS117 ;.

Call the Pub at .x2'0.z2··
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The Newswire won'ttie·bac~<·next·
week, but don't· worry,· we'tl
·.. back next fall to keep yoii ..
informed. ·
In the meantime, enj9yyQP.t .·
·summer. and yourftee tifue~ S~i~'..
everyone next year! · ·.· . · •·
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Off-Campus Housing ·

Oxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana·Ave.
*Free Heat & water
*Walk to Campus
*Cable/Dish Hook-up
*Parking
*Air'..:Conditioning

NOW Least"ng
$340.00 and up
Manager: Art Office
513-961-3786 474-5093

.;.•

'

.
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Double the .Dooley
t.er~d and bruised Matthew followed nine minutes later. While
growing up on the West Side of
Cincinnati; Keri and Matthew
both went
to
St.James
The Fox and . - - - - - - - - - - - Elementary
the Hound
School,
with
you
while you're
then St.
supposed to
Ursula
be talking
Academy
with someone
and
St.
else?
Xavier
Matthew
H .i g h
and
Keri
School, re~
Dooley were
spectively.
born on DeThey chose
- Matthew Dooley to come to
cember 6,
Freshman Xavier be1983. "I was
supposed to
cause it's
come· out
Jesuit, and
first,'' said Matthew. Instead Keri also close to home and family.
was born at 8:40 a.m.·and a bat- "My mom said I had to go whl'lre.

. BY TARA DIXON

he went so I could take care
of him," Keri said.
"She said that?" asked
. Matthew.
"Yes, she did," Keri confirmed.
One of the bigges.t
· changes for them was attend~
ing classes with the opposite
sex. "It was very different
coming from an all-girls high
school,'' Keri said. ''And not
everyone has the same beliefs . here like in high
school," Mat~hew added ...
"It's hard to find genuine
people." Living away from
home there is also more free- .
dom to get used to, as well as
the responsibility that comes
along with it. "We don't have
Mom waking us up with her
singing every morning,'' he
said.
Another change
was having more difficult classes, though
Keri and Matthew enjoyed the challenge.
"My favorite class was history with Dr. Fairfield, even
though I don't like history,
because the atmosphere he
·created was awesome,'' Matthew said. Keri's favorite was
English. "Professor Katchum
. 'was; so blase about every~
thing. He let us write about
anything, since it was free
writing,'' she said.
One of their favorite
things to do on the weekends
was go up to the University
of Dayton with a bunch of
friends to party with their
brother Mike, a senior at UD.
"It was great because it was
his last year," said Matthew.
Keri and Matthew would
also like to let everyone know
they are not telepathic. "No,
Matthew an.d Keri Dooley enjoy themselves at Dayton.
we did not talk through our

News Features ·Editor
Wouldn't it be great to have a
twin? Who else would act out
scenes from

·''f.eople think. twins
get along all the time.
She tells me how it is,
because I make some
mistakes and she keeps
. heck"
.
me inc
.

The twins show how much they love each other.
minds during that. calc test, even
After they graduate from Xavier,
though we made the same mis- they plan to stay in Cincinnati close
take," Matthew said.
to their family. Contrary to most
"We weren't born on different Cincinnati West Siders, Matthew
days either. One was not born at wants to leave and move out to the
11:59 and one at 12:01, so stop East Side. As for this summer, "I
asking!" Keri said.
have a job and I haye a pool,''. said
One misconception people have Keri.
about them is ·that they never disMatthew plans to work ·also.
agree. "People think twins get ''And we're going to work out a lot,"
·
along all the time~" Matthew said. he said.
Even though they have normal sis"Don't sound like a meathead or
ter-brother fights, they are also anything,'' Keri said, laughing. She
close. "She ,tells me how it is, be- also plans on catching up with old
cause I make some mistakes and friends from high school and hangshe keeps me in check."
. ing out with the new ones.
"That sounds so mean!" Keri
After the end of their first year in
protested.
· college, the Dooleys feel ready for a
"No, it really helps!" said Mat- break. They· are ready for summer
thew.
vacation, and looking forward to
According to Keri, "He gives me their sophomore year at Xavier.
hope that there's a decent guy out
there."
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, Graduation is approaching and you'll soon be on your own.
-

Don't try to "get by" without health

ins~rance.

SuperMed· One™ personal health insurance is affordable. And it comes from Medical Mutual, Ohio's largest healthcare insurer
with more than 3.1 million customers and one of the largest networks of doctors and hospitals in the st<ite.

Q: What do Babe Ruth, Humphrey Bogart, ·Clark Gable,
Roy Orbison, and·R~ J. Reynolds all have in common?

A: They all died due to. tobacco-related illnesses.
It's never too late (or early) to quit. If you Would like to learn
more, check out_ www.ffsonline.org
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U. S. and Iraq plan new government
BY CAROL ROSENBERG
AND NANCY A. YOUSSEF

cil had refused to attend a similar ation of a· "presidential council" I think he must be a Muslim for what been vocal in. their opposition to ·
meeting held earlier this month during the interim period, rather he did for us,'' sitid Naami, conjur- the. U.S. presence. ''Let the people
c~oose the government,'' smd an- .
near Nasariyah.
.
than electing a temporary president: . ing up his highest compliment.
Knight Rid_der Newspapers ·
·
If the American president were other sign. - ·
There also was no word from.
.Securit}' WaS exceptional as IfaInside, however, the meeting
Baghdad, Iraq''-Anierican offi- U.S. officials on when a govern- qis and U.S. troops waited to see. here, he continued, he would kiss
cials and Iraqis marked Saddam ment might .be formed. Iraqis whether any remairling Baath Party .hi~ on. both cheeks,, then treat him seemed almost festive at times.
Hussein's 66th birthday Monday by present acknowledged that such a ,. loyalists or
convening in the capital to discuss government might not happen . members of
the Fedayeen · ·
how to forge a new government for quickly.
know
that
everybody
.is
Saddam,
a par"We
Iraq.
.
· Meeting behind barricades of . asking for Some kind of govern- t i c u l a r l y.
American armor and patrolling U.S. ment,',. said Safar Maroof; the fierce strike
soldiers in battle · ·
force, ~ould
dress, about 250
use the occadelegates opened
sion for an at~
their first post- .
tack· in the.
·saddam planning
capital.
session
.. .in
S o m e
troops wore
Baghdad with a.
reading frqm the
gas masks on
Muslim
holy
their hips and
book, the Qura~,
stashed other
then a welcome
·poison gas
protection·
from Retired Lt.
Gen. Jay Garner, gear in their .
the U.S. Civil ad- ·
tanks and ar.mored person.minisfrator for
Iraq. .
nel carriers.
There were no
Near a grand
concrete deci.palace graced
_:_safar Maroof; Iraqi Democratic ..
sions about a.new
with
·two
·
Party leader
gove_fnment
monumental
made at the meet~ ·
cross swords,
PHOTO COURTESY OF KNl(iHT RIDDER NEWSPAPER
ing; and none were expected. But .leader of the newly created Iraqi soldiers spent
there also was Ilttle acrimony among Democratic Party. "It will take · virtually the · lraqi.:American supporters dance and sing near the Ford Community and Performing
. the delegates who·represented a va- time."
entire day in- Arts Center in Dearborn, Mich., where President George W. Bush delivered a speech
·
riety of ethnic and religious groups:
"We have a chance for your .. side their Ml on the rebuilding of Iraq.
Shiite and Sunni Muslim clerics, sons and daughters, grandsons and Abrams tanks.
to "dates and yogurt and water from · Many speakers talked at length
wearing traditional robes; .Kurds · granddaughters to be safe, to be
As though. to. mark the date, the Tigris and the Euphrates. This about the country's potential, veerfrom the.north; tribal chiefs in Arab free and have the opportunity to crowds were thinner around the city is God's land. Everyone deserves it. ing off the topic at hand. Some
headdresses; and.Iraqis who fled the live in· peace and prosperity. Let ·as Baghda(jis seemed to sense the Every Christian, every Jew and ev- went well beyond the time li~it to
country years ago, who wore West- us not waste this opportunity;" he soldiers' caution. Until this year, the ery Muslim needs to live in peace shar~ their thoughts.
ern busines.s suits.
-said. "Today on the. birthday of birthday of Saddam required joy- and eat from God's .gifts, not from
Former Iraqi exiles hugged and.
Notably absent were the twci Saddam Hussein, let us s!art the .ous, staged public festivals for the Saddam Hussein's hands."
kissed. One asked another in dismain Kurdish political parties, the·. democratic process for the chil- leaderofthe 35-year, iron-fisted reNot everyone was delighted with belief, "In Baghdad?'.' "Yes, in
Pa:triotk:Union ofKur(jistan and the dren of Iraq."
· ·
gime.
the Bush Administration's efforts to Baghdad;" the other responded,
. Kurdish Democratic Party; an abSubsequent speakers touched
"We would pretend we were forge a new government. Thousands smiling.
sence U.S. officials said was because on a range of topics, from how • happy, but on the inside we were of Shiites thronged the steps of the
of "logistical problems."
much influence Islam would have sad," said A,bdul Razak al Naami, National Theatre in the Karadeh
Also missing were the Iraqi Com- on the new state, to how to craft a 45, a sergeant in the Iraqi army un- district in· protest .. "Yes for the
Hawza,'' read a· huge banner, ·refermunist Party and the Islamic Dawa constitution, to what the United·· til the Americans marched in.
Party..
States could do to help~
. On Monday, he was wearing ci- ring to the· Shiite Muslim Center .of
. But officials from the Supreme
Gamer called for "a democratic vilian clothes and a white Muslim Learning in the city ofNajaf. Some
Council of the Islamic ·Revolution government which represents all skullcap and sought an American of the sheiks from the center have
in Iraq, an Iran-based group of Shiite people, all religions, all tribes." reporter to deliver a message to been dispatched to Baghdad to orMuslim exiles, did attend. The cpun- Many delegates called for the c;:re- President Bush. "You tell Mr. Bush ganize here, and ·some of them have

··"w::e have a chance for your

. . sons antf: daughters,
.
grandsons and
granddaughters to be safe, to
be free and have the
opportuniry to. live in peace
·and prosperiry. Let us not.
waste this opportunity. "
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EDITORIAL -

·Concealed at your
·own risk
If you ask most people at X.avier ·They include school safety zones,
what House Bill 12 is, they will courthouses, public and private
probably give you~ confused look. universities and colleges, places of
But don't feel too bad for not hav- worship anq airport terminals. At
ing a clue about. what HB 12 the same time, the bill does allow
means, most Ohioans had no idea CCW fo day cares, hospitals. and
" '
that it had passed on March 12, public buildings.
.
2003. The bill, which will allow a
However, this powerful legisla~
person to carry concealed weapons tion seems to be slipping through
(CCW), passed through t_he Ohio the Ohio State Congress with mini- .
. State House of Representatives by mal attention from the people
a vote of 69-28. The Ohio Senate whom it will affect. The lack of
is considering similar legislation public awareness rega~ding the ·
(Senate Bill 24), but a~ this. time, pending legislation and its content
no hearings are scheduled.
raises severat'questions. First, does
·
the legislation
One of the main . ·
L E T T E R.S T 0
THE
EDITOR
. p~ov~sions ofthe
~'Thispower./:11 / · aid law en~orc~b11l mcludes reJ""
ment agencies m.
. strictions of who
their efforts to
eligible for the
,
,
·
combat crime?
CCW
license.
Second,. does the
I want to first say ''Thank You" to
I encourage everyone to think
C'
. r
. proliferation of
Anyone who has
been a resident of ·
the.licensed car- everymie who was involved with the. about their own families and
Ohiofor.atle'.18t45
rying of hand- V-Day Campaign and the Vagina friends and the women in their
days, who 1s 21
guns promote a ·. MonologQes. We were able to raise lives: mothers, sisters, aunts,
years or older, ·has
healthiercommu- more than $3,200 for the Women's grandmothers, nieces, cousins, ·
not been con.
nity? Finally, Crisis.~enter in Covington, Ky. This friends, teachers, faculty and staff.
Any one of these women could
victed of a felony, peopl~
what impact does campaign had nothing to· do. with
violent misde.n:;_
,,
this legislation "Pro-Life" or "Pro-Choice," but. to be hurt .in some way. Without
1
meaner, or neglihave on local po- raise money and awareness that will awareness about this crisis haplice in their efforts aid in the end to violence against pening around the world, we will
gent assault, is nqt
to.. combat the women and children. Currently, one not ha_ve. the resources to stop it
currently under a
temporary restraining order, and is problems of crime and violence in out. of every three college women because it is about protecting the
has been or will be sexually as- lives of those around you and of
not currently .under an adjudica.- our city?
tion of mental incompetence i's eliThe public should be informed saulted. Just think - that could be the future. So please stop by and
show your support and compasgible for a license.
about and debate the merits of a someone you know.
The main reason for writing thi~ sion for those affected, because evIn- addition to. these require- state-imposed .public policy with
is.to encourage everyone to partici- ery day is V-Day until the violence
ments, an applicant must pay a $45 such far-reaching consequences.
fee ·and go'through 12 hours of And, our· elected representatives pate in Take Backthe Night. I hope stops!!
· - Chris Sims
training ·in the safe handling.of a must address critical questions a:s many people, if not more, will par- .
V-Day Organizer.
firearm, and have "a legal means . posed by such legislation. For more ticipate in next year's events as they·
SAC Enrichment. Chair
to carry a concealed handgun for information on how you can get in- did in this year's and V-Day.
the defense of the applicant or a volved in the debate, visit
member of the applicant's family." www.acaqem.xu.edu/beaupre. The
Finally, there are certain places site is full of information .regarding
where people will· be restricted the present legislation, as well as
from carrying a concealed weapon. various ways on~ can get involved.

is'legislation seems to be
slipping through the
Oh . ·
io-utate vongress
.with minima/ ·
attention from the
who it will
ajj-ect.
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·Take astand

-·Awareness
allevia·teS
·ignorance

The people who inhabit the. Holy . lim or Christian. Victims are not
Land are no strangers to unnecessa.rY Jews, Christians, Muslims, but
violence, which takes place.in their rather human beings·; Just as the
own backyard . .It is ironic that the violence used in the Holy Land is
non-biased student group Hope Is- useless, the unprovoked and un~
rael-Palestine also suffered the wrath necessary. destruction that took
of uncalled-for destructive behavior. place on the evening of April 14
·On April 14 and 15, Hope Israel-Pal- was, too.
estine set up a pictorial and video
· If we all become more aware of
display1 in the lobby of Alter Hall, our-neighbors around the world, .
part of which was vandalized. .
we can alleviate some: of the isHope Israel-Palestine is a new sues that are plaguing our world: .
group at Xavier that is committed to Instead of using violence to: get
educate people about the conflict in . our ideas across, we 'need to use
the Holy Land in a non-biased-fash- educated dialogue. Through unM
ion, via photographs and video.s. derstanding, education and com· Granted,· the photographs and vid- promise, we can foarn how tolive
eos used had biases in them. Our more peacefully.
group; however, made an effort to. ·
...,... Drew Mongell ·
. make sure that suffering from all sides
involve_d was shown. Photographs of
. Class of '05. ·
Jewish; Muslim and Christian sufferHope Israel-Palestine.
ing were shown. Many people, such
Member i·
as myself, were iinableto distinguish .
President Xavier [!niversity '
.. many of the victims as Jewish, Mus.Amnesty International_
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Boxing ignored Reach out to all students
season, 180-day countdown. to
·midnight madness?
Fedele and the boxing team
share many of the same experiences
that West and the basketball team
share. They have morning workouts, evening workouts, competitions, and they are students who
are good at what they do. Fedele
.spent four years training for that
title, and a blurb
in the paper
seems a little
'./
condescending.
What I mean
W ''
to say is that
placing fourth in
the nation was no
e,
easy feat, and· I
doubt if West
said, we would .
like you to cono·
:r
:r
would even crawl
.
through
the ropes
sider the possibilto spar in one of
ity of devoting
more attention, in
our rings. It takes.
particular, to sports teams that don't special kinds of athletes to put
see a lot of press. It seems every time themselves in harm's way.
You may not be surprised to
we read the paper, there is always
an article about basketball - I know that boxing, as a whole, is
. know your sports writers are famil- the second-largest spectator sport
iar with more than one sport ... aren't behind Nascar. There is something·
they?
·
· .
that fascinates the human mind
l was ari athlete during my time about athletes putting themselves
· at Xavier· in both swimming and in harm' 11 way, whether it is boxing
boxing. I remember a few scarce ar- . or gladiators 2,000 years ago. Perticles throughout the year for swim- haps a little· bit ·of help from your
ming - which were good consid- newspaper could assist our proering their niedioere performance_;__ gram at Xavier to deveJop a little
but never for boxing. When I read more momentum.
sen,ior boxer Jared Fedele had not
You may see that the boxing
only made it to Nationals but also team, with a little more press, could
placed, I was both happy and frus- develop some profile and host
trated.
competitions at Cintas - just as
Are that many people. around they do at Caesar's palace.
campus waiting for the next article
about what kind of shoes the bas- Michael Evans
Graduate student
ketball team will be wearing next
I enjoy reading the Newswire I have for seven years. I think the
Newswire, as an entity, is probably
the most powerful and· influential ·
form of information this campus has.
As an ah.im of Xavier - and now as
a graduate student - I see fellow
graduate students read your paper.
Although they may not have done
their undergraduate work at Xavier,
it . is a great
·
complement to say
yourpaperhas.become a staple in
the palate for The
New York Times
and The Economist.
I ·
That
being W
t.

"You mav not be
surprised'to kno.
that boxing, as a
hOte, is h Secondlaruest snectator. snort
behindNascar. "

~~~~~~~~~~~~

As students walk. into the
Gallagher Center, they notice the
beautiful furnishings, the wood
pillars, the contemporary-style furniture, the 40-inch screen television or advertisements for student
events. This is about what everyone sees when they ·step into the
Gallagher Center.
· Most importantly, people notice
the students socializing; I sense
the energy of people unleashing
the stress of the day after classes.
However, as I look ~loser, the
students are divided· between the
international students iri the ESL
program and non-ESL students, or
US-born citizens. I step back and
ask myself - why is it like thatJ
Why is there such a division? Isn't
Xavier University liberal college
with the goal of students being
well-rounded.
"The college years are critical
to a stud.ent's cognitive and social
· development. During this time,
they explore their identity, individmilly and collectively, and define their role in society." (Barcitta)
I remember a time when I was
talking to one of my friends from
EastAfrica who attends Xavier. She
told me of an incident when a student asked her whether or not she
chased wild cheetahs~ "I wanted
to smack her, Prince!" she said with
sarcasm while chuckling. In .her
natural wittiness and charm she
answered the student, "Yes, and I
chase cheetahs for fun."
The more media defines for us
what a culture is, the more igno-

a

rant we become of international
people.
· As media feeds our perception
of people, it quickly becomes
· molded· into our society. We see
these commercials of starving children in Africa and illogically assume the whole con~nent is impoverished.

"Getting to know
,international
·
students can also be'
·a great way to have
cultural exchanges.
. Learning their
principles and.values
could help us become
·better people."
However, when we see an image
of skyscrapers and technology, we
think it is a hidden city in the
United States without realizing it
is really in that same country we
have judged.
The more we see the erroneus
images, the more we believe people
aren't educated, aren't civilized,
can't speakEnglish, and would end
up working at McDonald's for their
time here in the United States.
Adolph Hitler once said, "The mo,re
you tell a lie to the people,,the more

.they believe it." Habitually, some
Americans think that way about
international students.
Getting to know international
students can also be a great way to ·
have cultural exchanges. Learning their principles and values
could help us become better
peopfo.
Africans traditionally value
community an9 interdependency,
which can be useful in our capitalist society where everyone com.petes against each other for th.e
. sake of the "American Dream."
Middle Easterners value faith and
· seeking God as the ultimate real. ity, which could help return religious Americans the essence of
their faith.
Therefore, I challenge you all
to remove the veil of misconceptions, insecurties, and worries and
get to know these people. Make
being at Xavier University a pleasant experience for yourself and
others. Allowing yourself to get
to know one person a day coul~
increase your chances of seeing the ·
world!
For example, my friend from
East Africa and I are making plans
to go to Kenya next summer. I hear
students talk about the importance
of being diversified, well, getting
involved in international student$'
lives is a start.
If you would like to. befriend a
· student, simply contact the International Student Affairs Office.
- Prince Johnson
Class of '06

Kudos to new BSA leaders
CHAVON MITCHELL

Assistant Op-Ed Editor
The leaders of the Black Student
Assodation (BSA) next year have
pJenty of people excited, espe- .
cially me. As I sat in a meeting with
the BSA executvie board, commit.tee chairs and co~chairs, I could not
help but feel overwhelmed with excitement i,ind awe.
Members of the black community will be happy to .know that
those l.eading BSA next year have
an enormous level of commitment

and dedica~ion they are bringing tion doesn't mean that everyone in
to the table next year.
the Xavier community is not welHowever, nothing will change come to take part in meetings and
on campus if people don't get in- events.
volved with BSA in order to make , · , The leaders of BSA next year
it the type of organization which are going to break down doors and
not only provides a welcoming en- do great things for the :Xavier comvironment for the black students munity, and I just want to complion campus, blit also provides a ment them on their dedication and .
place where all students can meet envisioninent while encouraging
. new people and work towards un- everyone to support their endeavderstanding between races.
ors.
Simply because the group is
called the Black Student Asso9ia-

"«·r,
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·Terrorism claims do notjustify the actions
.

il have a simple suggestion in. · ing the .;mgoing illegai war. of ag-

.

Thirteen days after the passage
claimed Iraq "kicked out the (weap- people, the United States. acting
of
the
resolution, George Bush; Sr,: .
gression)
as
an
"apparent
act
ofter·
,
altruistically
and_
the
like
but
you
response to Mary Kovaleski's hys. o.ns) insllectots."
anno.u'nc~sanctions.
w9µld abso~ .
tencal; (and hysterically fwmy) ti- rorism:;' When your public offiCials
·.·should.understand your willful ig- ·
lutely
not
be
lifted
even
if Iraq were
. rade in the previous issue of· ihe · impHcidy. equate the. intentional
. noraD.ce and your extreme and iire~
to
comply
with
its
obligations.
This
of
thousands
of
civilians
slaughter
Newswire. Try applying some
. sponsible credulity is a· ~ndset that
"'~You
remained
the
firm
position
of
the
with
attacks
on
an
invading
army
simple critic~lthinking skills to the
has and will cost all of us a great.
United·
States
Government
all
the
sent
to
steal
a
country's
resources,
claims the media and the govern~
deal. Labels like "anti-American"
ment make. The degree to which · you ought to hold them in con- ·
are transparently little more than way up until the United States
Kovaleski parrots debunked lies is tempt - as they clearly hold your
m~ans of shutting off debate, help- launched another war this March.
· Despite the fact that all incenintelligence
in
low
regard
.
. even more discrediting than the
. ing our leaders avoid criticalquestive
to cooperate with disarmament
"Terrorism"
ought
to
be
a
useful
. tions and facilitating mass acquimore obvious logical flaws of her
was
removed, Iraq allowed inspecterin
though.
For
instance,
it
cerescence to their COl)Stant stream of
letter.
tions
for almo·st eight years and was
A tool that is useful in gaining tainly should apply to the United
lies and atrocities.
a reasonable understanding of States military aid for Colombia.
The implicit idea of your letter verifiably rid of all its WMD proone's government and its role in The irregular arm of the Colombian
(that decency equals patriotism duction facilities and the vast ma(known
as
the
the world is rationally analyzing military
equals unquestioning supplication jority of its WMD stc;>cks. Questions
key terms and how they are used in · paramilitaries) has been responsible
. to the will of our leaders) has been remained over the disposition of
the public debate. For instance, is for mass decapitations, widespread
effective in choking off critical about 5 percent of the stocks. As .
the recent war.has proved, the feat
thought to a remarkable. degree.
"terrorism" some unique and espe- torture and summary executions.
you~
about
Iraq's WMDs was almost encially noxious type of violence or Thanks largely to their handiwork,
Here is one example of how this
.
tirely
(and knowingly) fabricated.
is it effectively just a term mean- about 2.5 million people have been
mindset facilitates the infliction of
We
already
know the supporting
ing "violence we don't like;• one internally displacedJn Colombia.
tremendous human suffering. Beevidence
was
almost entirely fabri"Terrorism"
should
apply
to
our
fore the 1991 Gulf War, the UN Sewhich is employed to justify more
cated.
.
formerly
close
aliy
Turkey
who
used
violence?You don't have to seek
cudty Council placed Iraq under
Clearly
then
the
United. States
out alternative sources of informa- · a huge influx of U.S. military aid to
the most comprehensive sanctions
UK)
deserves the
(together
with.the
tion or even be especially scrupu- kill tens of thousands of Kurds beregime ever devised. It was originally intended as a means of forc- blame for the harm done by sanclous in examining the mainstream tween 1984 and 1999 in a crackpress to figure out that the latter is down significantly worse than the
ing Iraq out of Kuwait without re- tions. What have been the human
1988 campaign in Iraq. "Terrorism"
clearly the case.
course to war. The catch was that, costs of the sanctions? Madeline
This is demonstrated by fact that should certainly apply to the viodue to the wording of the resolu- Albright admitted in 1996 that they
Vice President (and war criminal) lent attacks launched against Cuba
tion, the sanctions could· never had cost the lives of a half million
Dick Cheney's justification for sup- by exiles with the connivance of
come off as long as the United children~ In 2003, Tony Blair .
porting apartheid South Afrii;:a .;_ the United States. One could go on
· pegged the figure at 600,000 chilThis was a totally clear-cut lie, States was opposed.
specifically that.Nelson Mandela's and on with such examples.·
delivered in the.most public forum
Instead of giving the sanctions dren dead; this was in line with a
On the question of honesty, it possible and concerning a. matter a chance to work, Iraq was demol- . U.N. report issued in August of
ANC was "viewed as a terrorist organization" - didn't automati- should be understood that the ·of overwhelming importance', If the ished and its civilian life support .1.999 which put the· figure at
cally make him comple~ely unac- members of the Bush Crew have . media was fulfilling its self pro- system was intentionally destroyed 500,000 children under the age of
ceptable as a public· official. The · precisely zero regard for the truth claimed role, this lie would have by the US Defense°(sic)Department five dead as a result of sanctions. A
absurdity of the "terrorism" label and will distort and outright lie been enough. to totally eliminate under Dick Cheney ...c- hence tl!e little less credulity and unearned
has recently been carried to its ut- whenever it suits their purposes.
Jr.'s credibility. Rather than that previous appropriate title of "war faith in the decency of our leaders
Furthermore, they can be confi- happening, the media was almost criminal." To end that war, the UN would go a long way in avoiding
ter extreme by George, Jr. when he
described Iraqis resisting the dent that the mainstream media will totally silent about the lie, as they Security Council passed Resolu- similar holocausts.
United States's illegal aggression rarely correct their lies and virtu- have about ever}' other one the ad- . tion 687 which required Iraq to ac-Dan Kelley
cept the destruction of its chemical
as fighting "like terrorists," and by ally never (or perhaps literally ministratiOn tells us.
Class of '04
a CNN reporter who referred to a never) correctly label them as
If you like, you can go on be-. and biological \\'.eapons and related
grenade attack against U.S. offic- "lies." Case in point: in his 2002 lieving all the ·lies you are told components. In exchange, the sancers in Kuwait (who were coordinat- State of the Union. Address, Jr. about our leaders being decent tions would be lifted.

can go on
.b.eliev~!lg alt'the lies
you are told about
our leaders being
decent people, !he
United.States acting
altruistically and the
like, :butyou should
understand
willfal ignorance and
your extreme and
irresponsible credulity
.is a mtndset that has
·and will cost all ofus
a great deal "

University should take stance

~;-;-"'I , ' . .<',.~'.:/. .i'.
:>;~-;~·x·

_;:" '..

In a letter written to Father
Graham, the following was stated:

publicly reject this vandalism and
condemn such intimidation.
On our behalf, we
not allow
On April 14 and 15, 2003, a such actions to hinder us from incoalition of diverse students from . forming the public and the Xavier
Jewish, Christian and Muslim community of the ongoing sufferbackgrounds organized a photo ing in the .Holy land.
exhibit of the suffering witnessed
in Israel-Palestine. For many
weeks, students agonized over how
to present such suffering caused by
the violence and militarism. the
goal was to foster recognition of
the suffering through the pictures
and the visual 'presentation rather
than through words, arguments, incriminations, and. recriminations.
· With our limited resources, we
did our best to acquaint the Xavier
community with the suffering of
both Israelis and Palestinians.
Unfortunately, all our efforts and
Further, we will continue as best
hours of organizing were trashed as we can to encourage solidarity
as we found our.pictures torn down with the people of Israel-Palestine
the next day in the lobby of Alter because we believe ·in the· basic
hall. This was done despite the fact human rights of eac_h human being.
that we had .provided various av- · As one student mentioned in the re. enues to address any criticism or flection session, we believe "the
disagreemeµt. Vandalizing pictures blood of Palestinians and Israelis
like these is unworthy of the kind are the same color."
of open and tolerant atmosphere
We do ·not think the Xavier
that should characterize a univer- community can be indifferent to
the ongoing suffering of the people
sity.
We ask Xavier administration to in the Holy Land. c;_ountless people

will

''Since Xavier aims
to be a magnanimous
and caring
community, it must
do its part to raise
awarenessand help
stop the violence. "

1,.~

, ., . . .
:;.: :··:('.~{·:··,·~-~'
;.'"\\,~' ..~. ;'.,y_:·~:\?~.::. :\

.. ,

~.·,·

·.,

live in fear, terror, oppression, inse- i~~':' :
curity, and denial of their basic (\'...
rights. Since Xavier aims to be a
magnanimous and caring community, it must do its part to raise
awareness and help stop the violence.
!:· ~ ._' ~,;u:<', ,.~~':.: ~"',~:
~'
Rachel Corrie, an American
··.,,.<t.N.ewswzne~Fr.
peace activist, said on h.er last
email to her parents, "This has to
stop. I think it is a good idea for us
to de'{ote our lives to making this
stop. I don't think it's an extremist
thing to do anymore." Rachel w;is
martyred in Gaza while- she was
trying to stop a bulldozer from de-'
molishing a civilian's house.
With hopes of peace and justice·
for human being.
·:!('

":·

- Mehrdad Safavian
. Representative of MSA
' Class 'of '03
Reem Rabie
Class of '05
Jeannie Amrein
Class of '05
DrewMongel
Representative ofAmnesty
International
Class of '05
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Baseball d'rops two
of three to Spiders

Steve Metzger -Dave Gilmore, Editors
Sports Desk: 745-2878
newswire-sports@xavier.edu.

Sues wins A-10
honor·
Senior Jarret Sues was named Atlantic 10 Pitcher-of-the-Week on:
Monday for his 1-0 shutout of nationally-ranked Richmond this past
weekend.
The win was Sues' fifth of the
season and his third complete game
this year.
Sues also has two saves with a
. 4.03 ERA in 12 appearances this
season.
In 60.1 innings pitched, he has
41 strikeouts and allowed just 19
walks.
Sues shares the honor with
Duquesne's Bob Reifs'chneider who
threw a complete-game shutout of
his own against Dayton, 5-0.

All-Conference
.
.
Clary

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

BY STEVE METZGER·
Sports Editor

The Musketeers learned this
past weekend that feast can be followed by famine.
After dropping one to Purdue on
Wednesday, senior Jarret Sues
pitched a gem of a baseball game
on Saturday against the 15thranked Spiders of Richmond.
However, turnabout is f~ir play
as in the second game, Richmond
pitchers Jaso.n Bolinski and Tim
Rice combined to throw a shutout
of their own.
The Musketeers returned home
last night, facing crosstown foe
Cincinnati, and lost 21-8.
The baseball team now possesses a 18-22-2 overall record and
are 9-6 in confe<rence whicl) places
·them third in the Western Division.

. PURDUE 5, XU 3

A ninth~inning rally came up
short for the Musketeers, losing to
Sophomore Lauren Clary has Purdue 5-3 in non-conference acbeen named to the Atlantic 10 All- tion at Lambert Field last Wednesday.
Conference tennis team.
Last year's A-10 Performer and ·
Purdue j1:1mped on the board
Rookie-of-the-Year, Clary posted a early with a run in the first inning,
record of 26:.8 while playing No. 1 and then poured on another three
singles this season. She was also 25- runs in the third as Daniel
4 in doubles action, where she was Underwood, John Hunter and Brad
again in Xavier's
Kriner each had an RBI for Purdue
1 spot.
In Atlantic 10 competition this to stretch the lead to 4-0. .
The Musketeers came back with
season, Clary was 6-2 in singles and
5-0 in doubles.
two runs on three hits in the fourth
as sophomore Jay Johnson led off
the inning with a single followe~
by a base hit from senior Mark
Andres to give the Musketeers runners at second and third with no
outs.
Junior Alec Moss drove in
Johnson
with a sacrifice fly to right
Following a terrific turnaround
field.
Then
.with two outs, sophoseason, postseason hoi;mrs continue
Smith
hit a double to
more
Brett
to roll in for the Xavier women's
drive
in
Andres,
cutting
the lead in
basketball team.
half.
Senior guard Amy Wau~h and
In the ninth, Xavier opened with
freshman forward Tara Boothe were
each named members of the
Womenscollegehoops.com Third
Annual All-American Award Lists
this past week. Waugh, who led the
nation at 3.6 made threes pei: game
anci set a Xavier single-s~ason
. record for made three-painters ( 107),
was named All-American honorWednesday, April 30
able mention.
Boothe, .the Atlantic 10 Fresh* Baseball vs. Cincinnati
man-of-the-Year, was named to the
at3p.m.
Freshman All-American Second
Team. Boothe was earlier named
one of seven members to the Full
Court Press Web site (fullcourt.com)
All-Newcomer Team.

No.

Women's basketball
honored

consecutive singles by junior
Kevin McKnight and Smith. Senior
Matt Tedford established runners
at first 1;1nd third on account of his
·fielder's choice, and freshman pinch
hitter Steve Sakosits hit an infield
single in the hole on the left side of
the infield to score McKnight, cut-.
ting the deficit to 5-3. ·
The rally was short~lived, however, as senior Eric Greenwell
grounded into a game.-ending
double~play.

XU 1, RU 0

after allowing one run
on four hits while striking out four and walking two.
. Richmond was able
to put across the winning run in the fourth
inning as Ben Zeskind·
and Jim Fasano led off
the inning with a pair
of singles.
Wiggers then retired
the next two Qatters
with a fly out to shallow center field and a
strikeout to bring A.J.
Board to the plate with
two outs.
Board would lace a
single to left field that
would score Zeskind
and end Wiggers' consecutive scoreless inPHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER SID
nings streak at 22.1 inSenior Jarret Sues pitched a complete. nings ..

The Musketeers ventured to
Richmond.last Saturday to take on
the 15th-ranked Spiders where
Sues threw a complete-game shutout, improving his record to 5-4 and
giving the Muskies their seventh
consecutive win in A-10 play.
In· a game that lasted just under
an hour and a half, each team only
had multiple runners on base once
game shutout last Saturday that allowed
throughout the contest.
the Musketeers to defeat the nationallyRU 7,XU 6
In the_ top of the third, Tedford
Extra-inning hero- ranked Richmond Spiders in the first game
and junior Eric Armstrong had consecl}tive one-out singles, but Spi- ics by Richmond's Jim of a doubleheader.
der All-American starter. Tim Fasano lifted the Spi.
.
Stauffer induced _a pair of ground ders to a 7-6 win over the Muske- reached on a two-out fielding error
. teers in the final game of a three-' by the third baseman and advanced
· outs to survive the inning.
to second as the throw to first went
·Greenwell tallie~ the lone run game series this past Sunday.
Strong offensive play in the wide.
of the game in the sixth, leading
Two pitches later, it looked like
third, as the Spiders scored five
off with a solo home run.
Sues then battled Richmond's runs, gave Richmond a three-run ad- the game might belong to the Musketeers as Smith singled to left field,
Vito Chiaravalloti who smashed a vantage.
. The Musketeers chipped away but Sakosits was thrown out at
ball to center field that was caught
midway up the wall by sophomore at the lead in the fifth as they man- home.
The game ended in the bottom
JayJohnson. That was the la8t scor- aged to squeeze across one run and
drew within two with four innings of the 11th as Jim Fasano hit a ball
ing chance for the Spiders.
left iii regulation;
just past the right field wall for his
Then after the Spiders had tacked 12th home run of the season as the
on another run in the sixth, Xavier Spiders walked off with a 7-6 win.
evened ·the score in the seventh
RU 1,XU 0
In the second game of the with three unearned runs on three
doubleheader, the Musketeers had hits.
Both teams· threatened to score,
the tables turned on them as the Spi. ders won, 1-0, and ended the but the game remained deadlocked
and went into extra innings.
Muskies' A-10 win streak.
In the 10th inning, Sakosits
Wiggers suffered a tough loss

1-----------------------,------------------,---------------------.

Visit www.xavier.edu/athletics
for complete up-to-date coverage
of all XU sports.

·.~

On Tap.
·Friday, May 2

Sunday,· May- 4
'

* Men's GolfatA-10
Championships
at8 a.m.

* Men's GolfatA-10
Champi~nships
at8a.m.

*Baseball at Duquesne (DH) ..
at noon

Saturday. May 3
* Men'sGolfatA-10
.Championships ·
at noon
* Baseball at Duquesne
at noon
·,·:,.-

All home games are in b,old

Home baseball games are played
at Hayden Field
,;../~•·

...
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.Women's golf fairs
well as men gear
up for Championship
..

BY TIM MONTAVON
Sports· Writer

. -

for 49th and 55th, respectively.
weekend, posting a 242 and finSophomore Neal Grusczynski ishing in a tie for eighth pJace. Serounded out the. scoring for ~avier, · niors Beth Hamilton and Kelly
· and finished tied for 60th place with · · Bega rounded out Xavier's scora score of 237.
.
ing, shooting 248 and 262, t:especAs a team, the Musketeers shot tively.
a 909 over the weekepd.

The Xavier rp.en's golf team took
12th place at the BrQceFossum Invitational, which was held April 2627 at Michigan State.
The women's team was also in
action last weekend, and finished
WOMEN'S GOLF
in· second· place behind Jam es
Madison at the' Colonial Athletic
The Lady ·Musketeers continAssociation Women's Golf Cham-. ued their strong play, and finished
pionship in Midlothian, Va.
in s~cond place out of six teams
with ·a score·of956~
MEN'S GOLF
Although they play.ed well, the
Junior Miles Maillet led the way women finished 32 shots behind
for Xavier and tied for 25th in the tournament champion James Madiindividual.standings by firing a 223. son.
in the three-round tournament.
Sophomore Sarah Sparks placed
. Freshman Andy Pope once third in the individual standings
again put together three _solid ·with a score of229.
rounds, and his c_onsistent play
Sparks was ~at the only Muske-·
helped him to a 231 for the tourna- teer hitting great shots and holing.
· ment.
· putts, sophomore Abby Fowler set
Pope's score was good enough a Xavier scoring record on Sunday
for a 45th-pla'ce tie.
· by firing a final~round 69.
·
Freshman Wes Homan and se- . - · Fowler finished the tournament
nior Tim Smith.finished Just behind . with a score of 237, which placed
Pope.
.
• her i~ a tie for sixth place. ·
· · I:Ioman posted a 231, while
·. Sophomore Emily .Shoplik .als9
.Smith shot 232, finishing in .a tie finished 'in .the top ten over the
c
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New crop of
recruits ready
to hit the
.hardwood·
.

.

BY DAVE

GILMORE
hopes -to step in and become the
Senior Sports Writer
next in a line of Xavier big men
One of the less glamorous but who have been extremely successmost stressful parts of Division I _ful.
"I feel like they have a lot of big
basketball is the long and arduous· ·
recruiting process, but four of next men who went to the [NBA] that
year's incomi~g freshman can now play my position," Coly said.
breathe a sigh of relief after finaliz- "Tyrone Hill, those guys all went
i n·g their decision to come to there."
Coly was named a 2002-03 HonXavier.
· Friday, Xavier University men's orable Mention. All-American
basketball coach Thad Matta re- (Street & Smith's) and won a naceived a signed National Letter of tional championship at the illustriIntent from Indiana "Mr. Basket- ous Oak Hill Academy (Va.) as a
ball" Justin Cage, a 6~6 swingman sophomore.
Doellman, who was a frontrunner
from Indianapolis Pike High
for Kentucky's "Mr. Basketball"
School.
"We're very exched about award, provides another outside
Justin's signing with Xavier," Matta· shooting threat for Matta's arsenal
said. "Justin's high school and AAU and. could be best described as a
coaches have prepared him to be lanky pure scorer.
At 6-8, Doellman has a scant
successful.
. "He is a very versatile player, build and will likely play from the
and his inside-out game will be a small forward spot. ·
Matta 's highest praise ·for
great asset to our team. Plus, we are
bringing another quality person · Doellman is his yersatility. "Justin
into the program, which is very im- is a guy who can play many roles or
portant'to us." .
· positions for us," said Matta. "He
Cage appears on most experts' .passes it. He s_hoots it. He can renational ''Top 100" recruiting lists bound. He is a complete player."
for the class of2003, and is consid~
Barker averaged 24.1 points per
e.red to b.e a fop 25 player at his game over the first 15 games of his
junior season at Greensburg Higll.
position.
Cage averaged 13.4 points and
seven rebounds per game this year
as Pike went 29-0 and won the Class·
4A State Championship. He also
won a state championship at Pike
in 2001 and was the runner-up in
2002.
Cage's Red Devils finished as the
No. 2 team in the nation behinct
LeBron James' -St. Vincent-St.· School. before suffering a· seasonMary's team, who also wo_n their ending knee injury. Barker also
earned All-Eastern Indiana Athletic
state's championship.
· Cage is the first Indiana "Mr. Association_ honors two straight
Basketball" to sign with Xavier in years, and was leading the team in
the program's history. Matta has ·rebounding, assists and blocked
focused on recruiting from Indiana shots before his injury.
Barker is a 2002-03 Honorable
from the moment he arrived to
~oach the Musketeers, using his
Mention All~Anierican (Street &
strong local ties to Butler as.a former Smiths) and a 2002-03 McDonald's
All-American nominee.
player and coach.
Barker is a very promising prosLast ye~'s recruiting class featured Indiana's top point guard in pect to assume the role of a bigger
freshman Dedrick Finn; along with guard that fits well into Xavier's
freshmen Angelo Smith of India- system.
napolis.
While he is not as athletic as
Joining Cage will be fellow guards of the same size, sophomore
hoosier Robert Barker, a 6-5 guard Keith Jackson and junior Romain
from Greensburg, Boubacar Coly a Sato, Matta is ioipressed with
6-9 forward froni Laurinburg (N.C.) Barker's overall potential.
Institute, and Justin boellman, a 6. "Robert is a very good shooter
8, forward from Ryle (Union, Ky.), with deep range," said Matta, "and
who is considered to be one of the his height at 6-5 will allow him to
best players in Kentucky.
get his shot off more easily than
With returning contributors An- some players. He's much more than
thony Myles, a senior next year, and just shooter, though. He has a great
Will Caudle, who will be a sopho- · understanding of the game of basmore, the Musketeers.took a large ketball."
step toward bolstering their· in.side
Replacing a probable lottery
presence with the signing of Coly. pick in West will be no easy task
Originally from Senegal, Coly for Matta and the Muskies, but this
is a quick leaper who has a David year's recruiting class is proof that
WesHike frame. With a soft.touch Xavier is well on its way fo fielding
around the basket arid the ability another NCAA Tournament-caliber
to finish strong with a dunk, Coly team.
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Except maybe here.

2003 will be· the year of the ·Newswire
Tune in to see the _greatness

· Email Dan Cox at
newswire@.xavier.edu for more information.
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'Real'. bad reality entertainment
16 SPRING BREAKERS TRY TO MAKE THE MOST OF THEIR 8 DAY STAY IN CANCUN, MEXICO

'Silk Road'
"The Glory of Silk Road: Art
from Ancient China" is open to the
public at the Dayton Art Institute.
For centuries, the great Silk Road
traversed the massive expanse of
China, linking the West and the
East.
Drawn from the collections of
more than 20 museums and_ archaeological institutes; these works
of art highlight the influence of the
West on China prior to the T'ang
Dynasty more than 1,000 years ago.
The exhibit is on display through
May 11. Tickets are $12 for adults
and $10 for students (over 19 with
ID).

'Inside Africa' "Inside Africa" is a new exhibit
hosted by the Cincinnati Museum
Center at Union Terminal.
. The exhibit views the continent
and its people from historical and
contemporary perspectives through
hands-on activities, multimedia presentations and a collection of African artifacts.
"Inside Africa" is a national
traveling museum exhibit that will
tour for five years to 12 cities across·
the United States. The exhibit will
be on display at the Cincinnati Museum Center until May 4.

'Shadowbox
Cabaret'
The Shadowbox Cabaret is offering a special deal to Xavier University students. A normal student
ticket is $10, but Xavier students
can get tickets, by reservation, for·
$5 for the Wednesday, Thursday
and 11 p.m. show on Saturday.
To reserve tickets, call (859)
581-7625 and ask for Brandon to
receive the Xavier student discount.
The discount for students ends oil
May 31.

'Ulrich Mack'
"Ulri~h Mack: Island People/
Inselmenschen," a collection of 40
pairs of photographs, illustrating an
analogy of life on the remote islands
of Pell worn, Germany and Barkers
Island, NC, is on view through May
4 at the Dayton Art Institute. Admission to the exhibit is free.

BY JIMMY DILLON
Diversions Editor
During a. wee~ in Cancun,
Mexico, a group of young men and
women will have life-changing ex-.
periences via drunken debauchery
and lax sexual morals. Well, maybe
not so much life-changing, but they
sure did learn a lot about themselves. Ok, maybe they didn't learn
anything about themselves, but they
sure did get naked on camera.
"The Real Cancun," another installment Of the reality television now movie - made famous by
"Real World," "Road Rules," and
"Survivor," takes the audience to
another level completely by bearing all in what ends up being "Real
World: Uncensored."
Fear not: they wouldn't get sued
for using that name since "Real
World'' and "Road Rules'; produc. PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB.COM
ers and creators Mary-Ellis Bunim
and Jonathan Murray are the cre- You'll cpunt 16 scantily-clad cast members in this picture from ''The Real c;ancun," but I'd bet you five
ators of this film. Unlike the wa- bucks you can't find more than 12 in the actual movie.
tered-down MTV shows, "Cancun"
is sold on sex and partying instead
Jorell and Paul are the two Afrl- talking about him, while at the doesn't know and making out with
of interesting characters and inter- - · can-American guys in the. movie, same time, getting cuddly with everyone in reaching distance. The
,
group comes together to force him
action. Nevertheless, the cast is still adding some diversity to the group. Matt. David, a Harvard-bound 18- to drink as some sort of crusade. It's
the centerpiece of the movie with They're best friends from.Los Ancharacter development being the geles and really add some substance . year-old and Heidi, a UC-Santa a sort of sad part of the movie as
most important part of any reality to the movie. They're the funniest . Cruz-bound f8-yc,o:ar-old are life- you realize. that the members of the
entertainment.
characters in the movie and end up long friends about to be separated ·cast that really try tO force him to
There are several interesting . bondi~g with some of the other by their colleges. They're real take his first drink are doing it becharacters in "The Real Cancun" members of the cast, namely Alan. people: smart, creative and consid- cause they are self-conscious of
along with the plethora of MTV steMatt and Jeremy are the two al- erate. They also have a budding having a sober person around ..
reotype spring breakers. The total pha-male spring breakers in the and interesting relationship that
Bunim and Murray want you to
number of cast rp.embers is 16, but movie... Jeremy, 22, from the Uni- might actually mean something to know right off _the bat that this
the audience.
movie has an R-rating, and they're
if you watch this movie,
Sky is a strong-willed 21-year- not afraid to use it. However, this is
you'll be hard-pressed to
old from UNLV whose relationship exactly where the movie fails. Even
count eight.
Anyways,
with Paul makes for some interest- with boobs and beer, the movie has
here's a list of the main charing moments as he is obviously try- parts where you lose attention and
acters you'll need to rememing to seduce her, and she's not giv- wondf?r when the whole thing will
ber from ''The Real Cancun."
First, we have Alan, a 19be over.
ing him an inch.
year-old Texas Tech student
Only in a few instances, the cast
In many cases, you might be emmembers interact with one another barrassed that our culture is this
who doesn't drink (at first)
on a level other than simply party- way. ''The Real Cancun" is all about
and in the end, really doesn't
ing. Paul and Sky seem to h_it it off the abuse of alcohol and sleeping
have any character substance
somewhat romantically, while Jer- with whomever you please. It's
other than wanting to get
emy takes advantage of part-time terrible that MTV will make even a
laid. Think that skinny kid
from "Road Trip." You end
cast member Laura - who you marginal profit off of substance
up rooting for him in the end,
don't even see after they have sex. abuse and infidelity..
though, since he really is the un- versity of Arizona, has a girlfriend This is probably because she was
The reason '-'Real World" and ·
derdog to all the other guys wh.o back home, but it doesn't keep him depressed after he brought home "Road Rules" worked in the past - .
from cheating on her three differ- two other girls. MTV wouldn't less so with newer seasons - is be.seem to have the right moves.
Next, we have Nicole and ent times with three clifferent girls. want to bring down the good feel- cause there was an interesting set of
Roxanne,. 20-year-old twins also But who's counting anyways? He's ings of spring break with the real characters interacting on a lev.el
from Texas Tech. These two get out of state, zip code, and country, emotions of pain and sadness.
other than partying and drinking.
crazy right away, and enter a wet so it can't count as real cheating._
The most developing character Only in some instances· does "The
white t-shirt contest together. They
Next, Sarah is an Arizona State in the movie is Alan. He comes in Real Cancun" get to a point above
quickly lose their shirts and respect- student who hits it off (sort of) with as a real square, refusing to drink the drunkenness, but by then you'll
ability as they rub their naked, sib- fellow Sun Devil, Matt. Sarah has and not capable of having a good want your own drink to forget about
ling bodies against one another. I a boyfriend back home, who she time. By the end of the movie, he's the movie.
hope their parents see this movie.
thinks is really super. She can't stop doing body shots off girls he

live Wires

New Releases
The following discs are due for release on or before April 29 ...
Hitman Sammy Sam The Step Daddy (Universal) ... Homesick for
Space Unison (Lakeshore) ... Howie Day Madrigals (EP; w/bonus DVD)
(Epic) ... I Can Lick Any Sonofabitch in the House Put Here to Bleed
(In Music We Trust) ... Mr. Cheeks Back Again! (Universal) ... Saturnalia
Trio When Your World Comes Tumbling Down (EP) (New Weave) ... Yeah
Yeah Yeahs Fever to.Tell (Interscope)
.. ~ all dates are tentative.

Wednesday, April 30
2 Skinnee J's
@Bogart's

Saturday, May 3
Zwan

Firday, May 2
Dope
@Bogart's

Saturday, May 3
The Greenhornes
@Sudsy Malone's

~Bogart's

. DIVERSIONS·
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White Stripes
Elephant
(V2tBMG)

Stripes inore than just ·
· great white hype
Baby boomers' long-standing
quote, "Your generation doesn't
know how to make good rock and
.roll anymore" is more. than challenged by the White Stripes' latest
release Elephant;
It is done away with, snubbed,
slighted, and given the ·proverbial
cold shoulder. Jack and Meg White
return with another. triumphant album that is nothing more than
· heavy guitar riffs, pounding drums,
and well ... rock and roll.
Often labeled by the genre ga-.
rage rock, the White Stripes stretch
the limits of their music by stepping
into a category that is neither garage rock, blues nor an offshoot of
classic rock, Jack and Meg have
made their own style 'of rock that
can only be labeled by the red and
white they wear, which serves as a
symbof of nonconformity.
Elephant starts out wi.th "Seven
Nation Army;.• an opening track that ·

proves to be as strong as the title
· arid as mighty as·the guitar licks that
rip .through it. It sets the mark for
·the rest of the album in its destruc. tion ofany radio-friendly melodies ·
that Stat).d in the way of the White
Stripes' resolute stance in the music industry.
· Proving to be a close ally to
"Seven· Nation Army," "Black
· Math" kicks in with relentless gui-.
tar riffs and a w~ling Jack White,
who sounds like Robert Plant on
tour with Black Sabbath.
The album ~lows down soon after the opening tracks, but picks
back up with 'the inexorable 'vitalthat can o'nly .be found in a di"
vorced duo that remained together
through the unyielding power of
music ..
. Even though many of the songs
on Elephant are reflective of Jack
and Meg's relationship, by the time
the album reaches. the closing track;
"Well It's True That We Love One
· Another," whatever friction remains .between the former husband ·
and wife becomes comically subdued.
The White Stripes' fourth release, Elephant, ultimately becomes one huge high point for Jack
and Meg. The newfound maturity
that was put into writing "You've
Got Her In Your Pocket" symbolizes the frame of mind that the ·
White Stripes are in during recording. The indusajr is now holding
. on for dear life to the nonco~form
ing boy and girl in red and white. ·

iiy

-Patrick Gill
Contributing Writer

Flaming Lips
Fight Test [EP]
(Warner Bros.)

Changing band with new:.
trkks
Anyone who hao a brother or
sister who was in love with the song
"I?on't.,Use Jelly" from their album
Transmiss,ions From the Satellite
Heart would be dumbfounded to
hear.the changes the band has made
since those days. ·
On their album The Soft Bulletin, the band threw down their de"
pendence on acoustic instruments
and began to write lyries with a
more universal context than simply
discussing how a girl uses vaseline
on her toast instead of jelly. This
trend remained through their latest
full-length album Yoshimi Battles
the Pink Robots and continues to
their newest EP Fight Test.
As a continuation to their last
full-length, this CD is an interest-.
ing combination of remakes, covers, and live pieces as well as two
new songs; The ~itle song comes
first, a repeat from Yoshimi'Battles
the Pink Robots, but this time in-

eluding an unusual video to supple.ment it on a computer. The following, three songs are covers: "Can't
Get You Out of My Head" by Kylie·
Minogue, "The Golden Age" .by
Beck Hansen, and "Knives Out" by
Radiohead, all live recordings. Although not carrying a typical Flaming Lips style, these songs are well- ·
· written and would probably be
found especially enjoyable by those
who· are fans of the origi~al artists.
Of the two new songs, the one
that stands out is the album closer,
''Thank You Jack White" where the .
lead singer, Wayne Coyne, thanks
the lead singer of the White Stripes
for giving him a fiber-optic Jesus.·
In one verse of this stereotypical
sounding '60s country song, he
pokes fun at the relationship Jack
has with his "sister" Meg by referring to it as a "modern, bac:kward,
liberal family code."
Overall, my inclination is to say
this album has quite a few great
songs on it arid although it is an EP,
it still runs 31 minutes long which
is comparable to many full-length
albums today. But for the nonFlaming Lips fan, this is certainly
not an album to start on.
With only two songs iil their
typical style, this album is more of
a collage of what the Flaming Lips
·do in their spare time than an album of ,heartfelt. creations. If you ·
are interested in listening to their
last·full-length album for free, gq
. to flamingltps.com where they have
put the entire album on their Web
site for free, unlimited listening. ·
-Brian Ray
Contributing Writer

... ··r.

What a.tangled web we.weave
FIENNES' VERSATILITY SHINES BRIGHTEST IN LATEST CRONENBERG DRAMA
BY TONY MCCOSHAM
· Asst. Diversions Editor

digs, we soon realize that he isn't with a pub-dwelling prostitute.
as "rehabilitated" as one might have
At times difficult to distinguish
·between the past and the present,
I'm worried that I'll write too hoped.
We are soon transported to the the confusion caused by the timemuch and spoil "Spider" for y9u.
I'm also worried that merely men- world of Spider's memories, a less streets and crumbling halfway
tioning that the film is possible to wor1d not much different than his house merely underscore Spider's
spoil will somehow spoil it for you. environment, dominated by the "fragile, eggshell mind." Yet we are
And so, like some produce-guard- frameworks and steel uprisings of led throughout, by 'Fiennes' por-·
ing nitwit with a stopwatch, I will · the nearby gasworks.
trayal of.Spider, a silent witness to
Along with Spider, we observe his own memories, recording them .
give the minimum amount of plot
as possible and then delve into the his past. We meet his pub-frequent- with zigzag scribble into small
·
.oft-discussed performance of Ralph ing, plumber father (Gabriel Byrne, notebooks,
"Usual Suspects"), his homemaker
Fiennes.
Fiennes inhabits the role from
"Spider" is. ·the David mother (Miranda Richardson, his slow, apprehensive gait tO. (he··
Cronenberg ("Naked Lunch") di- "Sleepy Hollow"), and, most im- caicula_ted handling of his special,
rected tale of schizophrenic Den~ portantly, his child; mama's boy self private prpperty, all of which is
nis Cleg (Ralph Fienites, "Red . (newcomer Bradley Hall). Enter- pinned together by his above men.
PHOTO COURnSY OF WWW.IMDB.COM
Dragon"), nicknamed "Spider"
tioned mumble, which, whe~er
Ralpli
Fiennes
just
challenged
Charlotte
to
.a web-making contest
·in his youth, and· his release
. we understand or not, is almost
·
after
beating
Spiderman
in
1Ospinners.
from the mental institution in
always taking place. ·
· which he resided for over 20
.For comparison, . take
years.
Fiennes' role.in J; Lo's fantasy
But Fiennes doesn't do it-a,.l by · giving anymore away. about this
Assigned to a slum of a half- .
fest, "Maid in Manhattan.·~ himself, despite what my Ralph- movie, I will have smacked my
way house, Spider is put under
Imagine Fiennes' charming · centric preamble may suggest. The hand through the countless webs
the care_ of domineering landsmile, his debOnair attitude, and supporting players' roles are char- Cronenberg has so carefully and
lady Mrs. Wilkinson .(Lynn
his eloquent speech. Now, give acterized by· duality. . Richardson skillfully constructed.
Redgrave, "Gods. and Mon·that image a swirly, roll it is astounding· in her performance as.
"Spider" is thought-provoking .
sters''). A fellow resident and·
around in the dirt, and cut out his mother, capable of being both and keeps the attention of the audiformer mental patient, Terrence
its tongue. Then, dress it in sev~ caring and seductive. . Gabriel ence. Give this film a watch, and
(John Neville, ''The X-Files"),
. eral layers of drab grays and . Byrne shifts froin aloof drunkard to. chances are that you 'II be caught in
'seeks .Spider's friendship dewhites and make.it walk with compassion-ate family man as its web as well.
spite h.is antisocial ways.
its shoes tied together.
· seemlessly as Fiennes' past searchThroughout the film, Spider fog, observing, and almost interactThis exe.rcise represents about ing mental wanderings. ·
speaks in a tone slightly softer and ing with his pl.lSt, we witness the half of the drastic change which
"Spider" is a film about memory ·
' less coherent than a mumble.. The home life which created the adult Fiennes seems to have undergone, and perception, what we wish to
· · a~dience is only able to pick up Spider: a son alienated from his fa- the rest is found in his an immea- remember and what we think we
perhaps a third of what he actuiilly .ther, a mother attempting to please surable nuances to pauses and ges- remember.
.says. As Spider settles into his new her husband, and. a fateful exchange tures.
And h~re my fears reappear. By

·•
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Madonna makes dance music and
she's a pop artist whose lyrics have
never been breathtakingly complex.
Madonna's efforts go unappreciated· until the rest of the music
world catches up to her.
She's still in her spiritualtechno-mom phase. Her lyrics are
. more personal than ever on the album. They touch a variety of subjects; such as her relationship with
Go.d, some songs discussing the
relationship's strength and others
discussing the 'weaknesses.
.
Madonna teams up with friend,
Mirwais Ahmadzai, who is quickly ·
becoming a st.aple producer in
· Madonna's techno phase.
It's hard to tell where the so.ngs
are going musically, becaus·e
Mirwais, as he's known, is pleasantly random in his techno beats.·
Madonna sings over the top of the
beats better than any other pop
singer does at this time.
·This stage of Madonna's career,
that was started with Ray of Light
and continued with Music, is evolv. ing nicely on this album. ·Her mixture of pop songs and techno beats
has reached a new level as she·
grows with each aibum.
American Life is a strong album
· from the former Material Girl. She
sounds like she's in a re-evaluation
stage of her life and has no qualms
about putting her reflections on her
. life ou~ on CD for the world to hear.

Madonna
American Life
(Warner Bros.)

Madonna lives up to the
hype
An amazing thing has happened
with Madonna's latest release,
American Life .,..... people are talking about it. Whether it's because
of the mediocre reviews it has received, Madonna's attempt to curb
internet piracy or because of the
controversi~l video, this is the most
hyped Madonna album in· a long
time
Music critics have a love/hate relationship when it comes to Madonna and any new album she
comes. out with: They expect something amazing and brilliant, but
Madonna never seems to deliver.
The .thing with Madonna is that
she's usually several steps in front
of the competition. All of her albums get a mediocre review, and all
of the reviews talk about how it
can't compare to the last one, which
was ahead of its time. · ··· ·
Maybe people should realize

Jerry Cantrell wins with a
somber heart and lyrics · .

. The second solo effort from
Jerry Cantrell is a sprawling; 25song production that is onenell of
an album that we may have missed.
last summer.
Originally released as a single
album, Cantrell always wanted to
see his opus re-release.d with all the
original tracks. Now, it h~s been
re-released and re-packaged as a
double album with·everything he
· has written in the past four years;
This album took a long time to
make with Jerry encountering prob~
lems with his family, friends, bands
and finances: He had to mortgage
his house just to finish recording the ·
album.
-Dan Cox
He also had to deal with. the
Editor-In-Chief death of his ex-Alice in Chains
bandmate, Layne Staley. Although
no songs are directly written about
his death, one can fe~l his influence
· on many of the songs.

.
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.Sometimes rocking hard and
sometimes soft, Degradation Trip
is such a journey of an album: that I
. could not even listen to Volume 2
just yet because Volume l would
not leave my CD player.
Always known for his excellent ·
·songwriting, Cantrell digs even
· deeper in this release with some .
songs even making me tear' up·. In
all seriousness, this is not a happy
album. Almost all songs are deeply
personal and lyrically brilliant. . ·
Not to mention, Jerry enlisted
the help of the best backing mu.sicians.in the business in getting Mike
Bordin (Faith No More, Primus) on
drums and Robert Trujillo
(Metalllca) on bass. Together these
guys are one badass power trio.
$0 kiddies let's see: great
songwriting, great mus,ici~ns and
great songs in themselves make this
one killer album. Cantrell rocks out
on "Owned,". "Bargain Basement
Howard
Hughes,"
and
"HeilBound." On other traqks, ..
Cantrell gets very emotional on
·~ngel Eyes" and by far my favorite track, "Gone."
.I have t,o admit,. after Jerry's solo
album (Bogey Depot in '98), I ques. tioried whether or not he had stay..:
ing power as a solo artist. But now
after hearing this reiease, I am ab. solutely floore~. Go oi.it and buy
this album, both volumes of it. ·
-.Asa Kraning
Contributing Writer

.
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'Last Crusade' versus-'Raiders'
ASST. DIVERSIONS EDITOR TONY AND DIVERSIONS EDITOR JIMMY CONCLUDE 'TE~LE OF DOOM'. SUCKED

Jimmy SAYS:

Tony SAYS:
·Let's just lay this down right
now: "Raiders of the LostArk" is a
great film as well as one of the top
10 action movies ever made.· However, "Indiana Jones and the Last
Crusade" is a greater film. .
.
Vital to my argument is the old
(or just recently made-up) maxim,
"Nobody knows you like your parents." "~ast Crusade" applies this
·notion and runs, or at ieast skips ·
gingerly, with it. By introducirig
Indial)a's (or should I say Junior's,
hahahahaha. Silence) father, Henry
(played with wonderf~I drunkScotsman wit· by· Sean .Connery), ·"Look, live washed for supper!"
the film takes a character we
thought we knew all too well, and
oi>ens up a completely different side b~ll whip, and how he got his
of his personality. When faced with snazzy fedora. River Phoenix is
his father, Indiana goes from con- also really hot. ·
In addition to the further develfident.rogue to insecure schoolboy,
opment
of the titular character,
constantly trying to justify himself.
Marcus
Brody;
everybody's favor-·
the bickering 'that often ensues as
ite
museum
curator,
comes into his
a result of their disagreements is ofown
in
this
chapter
of
the saga. ·One
ten rather hilarious and a highlight
of
the
funniest
moments
in an "Inof the flick.
.
.
diana
Jones"
film
comes
when InSuch a familial addition was a
diana
warns
that
Brody,
Grail
map
masterstroke on the filmmakers'
,in
hand,
will."disappear"'
and
part. They were able to make a
"blend
in,"
when,
in
reality,
Marcus
go.ad character great as well as prevent .him and the premise of his is actually sticking out like a sor~
thumb in some Arab bazaar. Man,
films from becoming stale.
Yet another factor adding to could I have made that anecdote any
Indfana's depth of character is a Jess interesting? Yes.
"Las.t Crusade" also fe'atures
flashback to young Indiana as a boy ·
scout. The segment explains Indy's s·ome of the most . clever
fear· of snakes, his penchant for a scriptwriting of the series.

lndiana'.s s.earch for the entrance to
the catacombs in the Venice library
is a wonderful Scene in praise of
sharp-eyed detective work. This
scene is also able to tie an ironical
·statement made by Indiana earlier
in the film. The tests to get to the
Holy Grail are. still intriguing to
· watch to this very day. ·
· Plus, I like seei!ig bodies decompose at accelerated rates.

'~Raiders of the Lost Ark"
was notjustone of the bestinov.ies of its time, but mayb~ one of
the best action movies ever
made. Let me tell you why."The
Last Crusade," although a: classic and favorite in the eyes of
many, will never get outof the
shadow of the first and ~est film
· . of the trilogy.
There. weren't . many
unquotaf)le or unforgettable
. scenes in that entire movie.
From Indiana Jones' famous
boulder scene tO' Marion's
drinking contest to Indiana fighting
a hulking Nazi in front. of a plane
propellor, the action scenes never
lost steam, not even for a moment.
This movie marked the beginning of a new era for Harrison Ford.
Han Solo of"Star Wars" was an impossible character to· overcome
when making a movie afterjt.
However, Ford did just that with a
little help from the movie masters,
Steven Spielberg a.nd George
Lu~as. Altogether,. tl)ey ·make a
character even better than Han Solo,
and thus Ford's mostrecognizable
character was made.
"Last Crusade" was both a great
action and origin flick. Using Sean
Connery as Indiana's father is a
stroke of genius and their relationship togther really made the movie.
But their relationship, although interest~ng andfun, did not serve the

pi.irpose. of what the "Indiana
Jones" series stood for.
Let's be honest for a momentbecau~e Spielberg and Lucas were ·
- the "Indiana Jones" movies were
·the best collection of 'B' style ace
ti on movies ever assembled. Think
about it, take out Ford and the outstanding soundtrack. What you
have is a guy with. a whip and a hat
looking for the Arc of the Covenant.
This is straight frqm the classic ·
old-school.• 'B' action movie mold.
Don't get Stevey and Georgey
wrong, they meant to incorporate
these elements of a whip and hat ·
with train chases and the beautiful
girl who the hero wins over'in the·
end.
.
What they did was riot original;
but still genius. They took 'the
cheesy action scenes of lesser movies, combined them with a witty,
· interesting characeter in Indiana
Jones, added a great cast and got
movie music guru John Williams to
· writ~ the soundtrack. Presto!
The competition between the
"Raiders" and "Last Crusade" is
then a movie competition between
which was cheesier and cooler a.t
·the same time.
Let's be honest, was there any
cooler of an actio11 movie moment
than when thatArabian swordsmen
. pulls out his c~tlass, waving it
around fuTiously and Indy just.
· grabs his sidearm and shoots him? ·
I don't think you could find one.
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Zwan will be playing tonight at
Bogart's at 8:30. It'll be like when
you went to the Smashing Pump·kins show in 7th grade, only happier.

April 30
. ·"I got a friend with a pole in the
basement." ·
" "What?"
"I'm just kiddin' like Jason."
"Oh"
"Unless you're gonna do it!"
May 1
Neliy, yoi.n' poetry speaks to me~
Today is May Day. While many
But speaking of Jason Kidd,
how about him jumping into the of us hi today's busy world don't
stands for a loose ball, landing on have the time to celebrate a whole
his. own child, and· breaking the · day of rhyming holidays; you may
kid's collarbone? Our love goes want to try out ·its more condensed ·
out to you, T.J. Get that collar- cousin, the Hour of Power.
Cainpus Ministry and Men· for
bone strong soon so it can support
Others will b.e hosting a grillout toyour massive dome-piece.
And speaking of broken, I· day 5p.m .. at the Loyola House.
know all your hearts are shattered Men for Others will be· donating
by the loss of C!J.lendar City's Jim limbs· for your eating pleasure and
His head is bigger than the
Murphy, but I'll be here fornow to they will be cooked with the flames
basketball!
try to comfort .the afflicted. My of loye burning from the hearts the
home slice Dan Arbeznik will also Campus Ministry crew.
bejoining me next year when he .
Toolbox, · also~ known as
returns from Fre·edomland,. the PenisVagina by Murph for reasons
May2
country formally known as France. obvious to all of your friends even
International Graduation Cof- if you can't figure it out yourself,
Today is the last day to withfee Hour will be taking place at will be at 8 p.m. in Keiley Audito- draw from full-time graduate
3:30 in the Clocktower Lounge. rium. Admission will be $2. There. courses. Does this seem completely
They will be serving International will also be shows on Friday and ridiculous to anyone else? It's the
Graduate food dishes 'and speak- Saturday, and they' II have free pizza last frickin' day of classes! "Oh,
. ing on the history of the_ Interna- after those shows, so maximize your hey Dr. ToughpantS, Ph.D, I don't
tional Graduate culture accompa- benefits and just show up then. Your want to take the final Monday, and
nied by a selection of traditional stomach will thank you and then I don't feel like getting any credit
International Graduate m1Jsic.
shake your hand and do a dance of for a semester's worth of work, so
Looking for a possible expla- celebration. Now that's entertain- I'm dropping the class." Ridicunation for the tempor~ termina- ment.
lous. Ok, I feel ·better now.
tion of studying for the culminaDr. E .. Paul Colella and the
RSA Bingo wil~ .be goin' down
, tion of YOl:Jr semester of education? in O'Connor from 9:30-12 a.m.. If Cheap Suits will be playing tonight
. Then come to .SAC's Destination: you show up, just know you can't at 9 p.m. in Ryan's Pub. I hear that
'Procrastination from 6-9 p.m. on leav~ early or you'll always wonder if you record the show and listen to
the Greenspace.
if your card would have won the that one song backwards, it tells you
.oh, the anticipation.
· next round.
what the E stands for.

... FRllDAY ·.·.

·Help Wanted
The creators and management .
of the Original and legendary
Prime and Wine Dockside VI Res-·
taurants proudly announce* Opening.Soon* Now interviewing professionals with positive energy for
full & part-time positions *Managers* Servers*Bartenders*Hosts*
B ussers *Salad Bar Attendant ·
*Line and· Pantry Cooks. *Food
Runners*Expeditors*Dishwashers. No Phone Cails Please. Apply
inpersonMon-SatbetWeen lOa.m.
and 7 p.m. 4 7 4 7 Montgomery
Road@TheQualityHotel&Suites
(Norwood) Front Desk positions
for the Hotel also available.
P a r t - t i m e N a n n y
Xavier faculty seeking nanny for
2003-2004 school year, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday 8-5 p.m.
Responsibilities would include:
care of our 21/2 year old daughter
in our home (Madeira) and
occasionall transport of of our six
year old from first grade (in
. Winton Place) to hotne. We seek a
gentle, nurturin·g caregiver.. If
you are interested, please call
Kathleen Smythe 561-1420 (evenings).
Wanted: Part Time Church
Nursery Attendant
Zion' United Church o( Christ
in Norwood seeks part-time nursery attendant Sundays from 9 a.JP.: .
to noon. Experience with infants
. and toddlers required. References
required and a background check

will be performed. Infant CPR and ~athfoom, house that will comfortbasic first aid a plus. Candidates ably hold 4, 5 or 6 tenants. Newly
should genuinely enjoy working . painted interior, front porch, backwith babies and toddlers in a loving yard, driveway and two car garage.
Christian environment. Serious in- ·Cleaning services .provided at .no
quiries only please call Donna extra cost to tenantS; Walking disWalker at (513) 791-6507 or Terrie tance from XU's campus is l mile.
McCc>y at (513) 761-6449. ZiOn Call· 513~675-8714.
UCC is a smoke .free workplace and
ari Equal Opportunity Employer.
North Avondale. R~novated 1
Learn more about us 'by visiting our bdrm .. Off-street parking, ale, new
Web ·
· Site
at windows, paid heat and laundry.
www.zionchurchnorwood.org.
· $425 month. 505-5551.
Part-time phone sales position.
Business to busiitess. Flexible
Schedule. Day hours. $10-12 per hr
+; Call Vince 244~6542.

House for rent -Available 6/03,

5 bdrms, 2 bth, hardwood firs. 3909

.SAT.lJ RDAY

.l®C11~·l•JMI
May5

Today· is both Karl Marx and
Tina Y:others' birtl;idays. CoinciI kept thinking that there was· dence? Yeah, I guess there's probsomething going on during the day ably no real connection between
today, but I ~6uldn't quite put my the two. Creepy anyway? You
finger on it. Some major event or betchya.
Today is also Totally Chipotle
something. Hmmm, nothing posted
on the Xavier calendar of events. Day. If that means nothing but eatNothing advertised for on campus. ing Chipotle burritos all day, it
Y~p. just a big empty day with noth- could· be the greatest holiday ever.
ing going on. I guess I'll just have And if it's anything like 24 Hours
to hang out all day and roast some of Corn; it could also be the most .
ham. ·Note: All you can eat pizza internally destructive holiday ever.
after Toolbox tonight! You know
you'll want it.

May J.·

The Siilgers Spring Concert will
be tonight at-7:30 in the Gallagher
Center Theatre. If you like singing,
and you like choreographed dancing, and· you love the stage, have
we got a show for you! It's called
Chicago. It won an Acadamy
Award, you shoul~ check it out.

May4
· Today is the beginning of Small
Business Week. If you love small
business owners, and I know you
do, go out to Wal-mart and buy a
nice Hallmark card for your favorite entrepreneur. They'll appreci:..
ate it, I promise.

l.UE.SDAY.
May6

Don't Tell Anna will be having .
their free study break show tonight
at 9 p.m. iri Kelley Auditorium.
Come on out and see some fabulously good improv comedy. "Wait
a minute," you may be thinking,
"John Houser, aren't you a member of Don't Tell Anna?" My answer is. a resounding yes. "Isn't it
unethical to be plugging your own ··
event on Calendar City?" Absolutely not. Hey hey, I'll plug whatever I want to. Look at me, I'm
Pluggy Plugstein.- Plug plug plug, ·
Don't Tell Anna's the best, plug a
dug dug~ two plugs.in a rug. Yeah,
· that's all I got. See ya: next year.
Regulators, mourit up.
street parking; Three-minute walk
to Xavier. $285 a month. $2&5
deposit. Call 961-0719 or 3833798.
Norwood, 3 bdrm, recently·remodeled ! A/C, laundry and parking. ? minute walk to XU. $700
per month. Call 218-3808.

parking, two b'alconies, laundry.
New kitchen, bath, paint and car3741 Spencer, Newly renovated,
pet. Easy two-block walk tO cam4
bdrms,
CA, Driveway, deck, WD,
pus. 6 month or one~year .lease.
no
pets.
Available
6/1 or can wait
Available immediately $600/
untillAugust!
$350
pp+ util. 984- .
month. One-month deposit. 7698576.
4898.
.
Walk to cainpus, 2 &, 3 bedroom
·'
.
Apartment for rent. 5~8 bdrm
furnished apartments; air. conditioned, off-street parking, laundry across from XU;· $250 to $300 per
in basement, on Dana. Starting at · person. CalL61.6-9000.
$200/month/student. Call 703Large town house on Eden Park.
3242 for.info.
2 bdrm, 2 bath. Parking,. AJC,
1-2 brdm on Hudson. Excellent washer/dryer hookup, fire place.
condition. $425 a month. Avail- · $795 a month plus utilities. Call
able May 1st Call Paul at 739-7874. 281-0825.

Elsm~re.891-0398.

House.for rent: Walk to campus.
·2 bdrm apt for rent - screened
Child care provider wanted for
Spacious 4. l:idrm house next to S/6 bdrm, i kitchens; 2 baths, cov- balcony, crpt, off st park, 5 min walk
the summer. Seeking a responsible campus at 1612 Dana Ave. .ered porches a~d W/D. 3964 Re- to XU. $750 mon + wtr incld.· 1029
individual to care for our two~yeai:- . Equipped, also has washer and gentAve. $295 per person. Avail- · Dana. 891-0398.
old son in our Hyde Park hoine. Ap" dryer. 321-0004 or 616-3798.
ableJune 1, 2003. 948-8576.
6,4,2 bedroom apt less than one
proximately 25 hours perweek at a
3-4 BR House, LS miles from
mile from campus in Norwood.
competitive rate. Please Call 321Perfect·house available for stu- campus, maid-service, off-street Maid service free of charge, new
2117 if interested. · ·
dents! Great three-story .house can ' parking with 2-car garage, n~w winwindows/siding, off-street parking,
accomniodate groupings of 2, 4 or dows and siding - $1050/Month.
large back yard with garage. Call
6 tenants. Offers front porch, back- Call 513-675-8714.
708:..5287.
yard· and driveway. Newly remod1 Bdrm apartment in Hyde Park,
eled bathroom and bedrooms.
House for rent on Eden Park.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING! Cleaning services provided at no Updated efficiency/ 2 bdrm. Park- newly renovated, $475/month, heat/
2303 MortonAve. Norwood. 1 bdrm extra cost to tenants. Less than 1 ing, laundry and A/C $350-$540 water paid, parking, laundry, A/C
·. $455, 3 bdrm $750; plus utilities. . mile fromXU's campus. Call 513- a month phis utilities; Call 281- and brucony. Call 807-9832.
Off street parking, newly renovated. .. 708-5287.
0825.
1945 Cleneay, lbdrm, Available
Call Chris at 891-9588.
Large .two-bedroom apartment
For Rent: Efficiericy apartment. Now! No lease. Walk to Campus,
Great house just put on the mar- · with living' room, dining room and New kitchen, carpe~. heat, and wa- XU students in same bldg., W/D,
kitchen. Private entrance, off-street ter furnished. Parking lot and off- $375 + electric 984-8576.
ket for renters! Nice 4 bedroom, 2

For Rent
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